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The Gift of the Magi (Illustrated) 2022-04-27 the gift of the magi is a
short story by o henry first published in 1905 the story tells of a young
husband and wife and how they deal with the challenge of buying secret
christmas gifts for each other with very little money the main idea of the
gift of the magi is that the value of a gift is in the giver rather than the
gift itself jim and della out of their love for each other purchased a gift
that required them to sacrifice something that was precious to them
The Gift of the Magi　【English/Japanese versions】 2020-08-26 この商品はタブレット
など大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照
引用などの機能が使用できません the christmas gifts a poor couple gave to each other
were the most foolish yet also the wisest gifts which were indeed the
gifts of the magi kiiroitoribooks vol 54
The Gift of the Magi 2023-12-18 della and james are a young married
couple who want to delight each other with a surprise christmas gift it
turns out easier said than done because both of them have very little
money will they manage to buy something in time what sort of sacrifices
will they need to make to buy a gift that their beloved will appreciate
what if they already have it but are not aware of it the gift of the magi is
a magical tale brimming with comic irony but also a resounding and
valuable moral lesson the twist ending is bound to make you laugh and
give you ample food for thought on what truly is important in life
american short story master o henry is best known for his pithy witty
scores and surprise endings in doing so he made commonplace
experiences extraordinary and memorable his work has been
immortalised in the popular 1952 film o henry s full house starring fred
allen anne baxter marilyn monroe and jeanne crain william sidney porter
1862 1919 known simply as o henry was a prolific american author of
humorous literary pieces his fame came exceptionally quickly and he
became a bestselling author of short story collections perhaps the most
famous of these are cabbages and kings the voice of the city and strictly
business the immensity of o henry s impact on the american short story
genre for time to come is evidenced by the fact an annual award in his
name is given out each year in the united states o henry s work is a must
read for fans of hemingway guy de maupassant and anton chekhov
The Gift of the Magi 2023-12-15 the gift of the magi a special
christmas edition includes candle making tutorial and exclusive
audiobook in the gift of the magi o henry weaves an exciting and
touching narrative that encapsulates the true spirit of christmas at a time
when one dollar and eighty seven cents are all that della has to buy a gift
for her beloved jim this story takes us on a journey of love sacrifice and
generosity della and jim are a young couple facing financial hardships but
what they lack in material resources is compensated by the love they
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share with christmas approaching they are willing to make surprising
sacrifices to give each other a special gift the author o henry known for
his talent in creating captivating short stories presents us with a timeless
tale that continues to touch the hearts of readers of all ages the gift of
the magi is a reminder that at christmas and at all times love and
generosity are the greatest gifts we can give and receive this special
edition is a must read for the holiday season and beyond the book also
includes an exclusive tutorial for creating amazing christmas candles
accompanied by a qr code that leads you to an audiobook specially
designed with care to meet the needs of those facing challenges in
reading
The Gift of the Magi 2012 the gift of the magi a special christmas
edition includes candle making tutorial and exclusive audiobook in the
gift of the magi o henry weaves an exciting and touching narrative that
encapsulates the true spirit of christmas at a time when one dollar and
eighty seven cents are all that della has to buy a gift for her beloved jim
this story takes us on a journey of love sacrifice and generosity della and
jim are a young couple facing financial hardships but what they lack in
material resources is compensated by the love they share with christmas
approaching they are willing to make surprising sacrifices to give each
other a special gift the author o henry known for his talent in creating
captivating short stories presents us with a timeless tale that continues
to touch the hearts of readers of all ages the gift of the magi is a
reminder that at christmas and at all times love and generosity are the
greatest gifts we can give and receive this special edition is a must read
for the holiday season and beyond the book also includes an exclusive
tutorial for creating amazing christmas candles accompanied by a qr
code that leads you to an audiobook specially designed with care to meet
the needs of those facing challenges in reading
The Gift of the Magi 2022-04-26 the gift of the magi is a treasured short
story written by o henry a young and very much in love couple can barely
afford their one room apartment let alone the extra expense of getting
christmas presents for one another but each is determined to show their
love for the other in this traditional time of giving each sells a thing they
hold most dear in order to afford a present with poignant and touching
results that capture their love for one another
The Gift of Mission 1982-11 in 2011 the maryknoll fathers brothers
celebrated one hundred years of mission work in more than forty
countries around the world these essays describe the achievements and
failures of the past and the challenges and rewards that mission outreach
experiences today in our world of pluralism and it probes into the future
of mission and the changing nature of that mission included among the
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many contributors are cardinal francis george robert schreiter peter phan
dana robert and bishop ricardo ramirez complete texts of the plenaries
by maryknoll representatives and invited speakers are included and
summaries are presented by leaders of a number of break out sessions
among the latter are barbara reid daniel groody ana maria pineda and
many others
The Gift of Joy 2023-09-05 life is full of joy when it s least expected in this
sweet amish romance from the author of the gift of hope joshua kanagy s
older brother has left the family gift shop business which is wonderful
gute for aaron but not for joshua horses are his talent raising and training
them but how can joshua step away from the shop when his parents have
already had to give up the dream of leaving their legacy to all three of
their sons enter joy yoder a determined if sometimes misguided helper
who always manages to drag joshua into her schemes and promises only
now her focus turns to finding a solution to his problem partly to distract
from her own her mamm has her heart set on joy marrying the minister s
son and she s not sure she wants to joy gets the grand idea to propose to
joshua offering a partnership of convenience rather than love but as the
wedding approaches joy starts to develop feelings for joshua is it possible
gotte s plan for joy includes faith friendship and love
The gift of the magi 2015-01-06 a husband and wife sacrifice treasured
possessions in order to buy each other christmas presents
The Gift of the Outsider 2013 embracing the spiritual lessons of
unbelonging too often cultural belonging becomes a battle and its
winners gain the world access comfort safety community yet for those on
the margins set apart from their culture by differences such as ethnicity
class ability and faith god offers something even greater the gift of the
outsider celebrates the blessings found in unbelonging and calls
christians of all backgrounds to love and listen to their community s
outcasts as a christian a black american a woman and an expatriate
author alicia j akins offers heartfelt reflections on her own experiences as
an outsider she illuminates how we can cherish the unique gifts that god
bestows on those who endure loneliness and adversity encourage and
humbly receive the invaluable insights outsiders of all kinds have to offer
delight in how the differences within god s people reflect his majesty and
how christ s reign unifies all believers compassionate and biblically
grounded the gift of the outsider enriches today s broader conversations
surrounding diversity and inclusion and is sure to encourage and
challenge outsiders and insiders alike
The Gift of Memoir 2004-09-01 the gift of memoir is a wonderful guide
for memoir writing i especially appreciate how taylor examines the
memoirs of historic well known or highly controversial people for
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examples of good craft and content and to illustrate the many quirks and
magnificence of the human journey pegi eyers author of ancient spirit
rising every writer can benefit from reading diane taylor s wonderfully
clear down to earth practical and inspiring book but for the memoirist in
particular taylor s expertise is invaluable philip marchand national post
columnist and author of ghost empire how the french almost conquered
north america the gift of memoir is diane taylor s gift to writers of every
kind but especially those with a personal or family story to tell in words
that are themselves a stellar example of literary craftsmanship taylor
shows writers how to show up open up and write she shares moving
stories from her own adventurous life her short chapters full of practical
advice and inspiring examples cover such topics as establishing a writing
ritual why write memoir joining a writing community for diversity and
connection telling the truth when you aren t sure journaling to unlock the
soul how to approach traumatic events four strategies to retrieve
memories the ingredients of a good anecdote the several senses not just
five for vivid writing how to choose a form that fits your writing the
revision process
The Gift of Christmas 2013 cooper gave ashley the gift of her
education and ashley would like to return the favor by offering him the
love she has felt for cooper for years but the greatest gift she wants to
give him is her knowledge of god s love
The Gift of Christmas Present 1994 college student christine bradley grew
up in a loving and honest family so she couldn t have been more
surprised when shortly after her mother s death her father revealed the
startling truth that christine had been adopted at birth in search of clues
about her biological mother christine encounters a family she never knew
she had she digs deeper as christmas nears and what she finds reveals a
shocking lineage will christine be able to come to grips with the past take
hold of the present and look forward to a brighter future carlson s warm
tale of loss recovery and acceptance will captivate current fans and
create new ones
The Gift of a Legacy 2021-03-23 sally mae anderson touched many lives
as theodore hamilton s assistant in the ultimate gift when her great
grandson inherits her bed and breakfast he wonders how he will ever
fulfill her legacy
The Gifts of the Body 1978 a woman volunteer who cares for people
with aids narrates a poignant account of the clients she comes to love in
her role as a home care aide in a bittersweet novel about life illness
death and remembrance by the author of the children s crusade
The Gift of Rio 2017-12-13 in 1972 a stranger revealed a prophecy to a
young woman named mei in osaka japan the mysterious old woman told
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mei that she would have a daughter one day who would be a gift to the
world a few years later mei found herself trapped in a loveless marriage
and pregnant after being brutally raped by her husband obtaining false
documents to assume a new identity mei clears out the family bank
accounts and escapes to hilo hawaii to start a new life mei gives birth to
a healthy baby girl rio who grows up with a stepdad and a little brother
both of whom she adores she is a gifted athlete on the university of
hawaii swim team with an unmatched level of endurance but something
is missing in her life so one day she informs her mother that she is
leaving for japan to search for the father she has never known mei who
now goes by the name of toki sits rio down and tells her everything from
the prophecy to the rape and her escape to hawaii rio feels terrible for
what her mother endured but is undeterred in her determination to find
her father even if it means facing rejection as her journey begins
something transforms in rio she starts to develop abilities that give her
supernatural control over water upon arriving in japan she meets a
christian missionary named luke who offers to help her find her father as
their relationship blossoms so do rio s abilities determined to find the
missing piece of her past she finds far more than she ever dreamed
possible as she fulfills the prophecy given to her mother by evolving into
a living miracle the gift of rio is suspenseful funny and heartwarming
while this is the second release in the gift of the elements series it is
chronologically book one
Gift of the Magi 2002-10 the gift of the magi is a short story written by
o henry a pen name for william sydney porter about a young married
couple and how they deal with the challenge of buying secret christmas
gifts for each other with very little money as a sentime
Unwrapping the Gift of Mercy 2018-07-16 as an internationally gifted
speaker and author david bennett explains how god uses believers with
the gift of mercy to benefit the body of christ using biblical characters
great historical men of faith and contemporary real life people david
opens the heart and soul of christians spiritually endowed with the
motivational gift of mercy beginning with scripture david defines and
demonstrates the gift of mercy as it plays out in real life christianity
gleaning from the personal lives of past and present saints david details
how the believer with this gift can be characterized identified motivated
and used in the church of jesus christ today david believes that for the
body of christ to function successfully each member must recognize his
divine purpose and function for the health and growth of the body and
carry out his intended objectives and responsibilities in the power of the
spirit
The Gift of the Magi 1993-01-01 it s christmas eve and della has only 1
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85 to buy her beloved husband a christmas present she has nothing to
sell except her only treasure her long glorious hair this warm story of
love sacrifice and generosity is a perfect addition to any christmas
collection for adults or children
O. Henry (William Sydney Porter) : the Gift of Magi 2015-12-12 the gift of
the magi is a short story written by o henry a pen name for william
sydney porter about a young husband and wife and how they deal with
the challenge of buying secret christmas gifts for each other with very
little money as a sentimental story with a moral lesson about gift giving it
has been popular for adaptation especially for presentation at christmas
time the plot and its twist ending are well known and the ending is
generally considered an example of comic irony it was allegedly written
at pete s tavern on irving place in new york city the story was initially
published in the new york sunday world under the title gifts of the magi
on december 10 1905 it was first published in book form in the o henry
anthology the four million in april 1906
The Gift of Life 2018-04-18 clearly a literary great o henry gave his gift
to the world many years ago with this classic short story the gift of the
magi brings the reader into an interesting story of true unselfish love in
the early 1900s enjoy henry s imagination as you discover what happens
when a young husband and wife desperately and secretly try to obtain a
gift for each other despite their poor financial situation classic cream
color pages matte cover richard foster classics collection
The Gift of the Magi (Richard Foster Classics) 2019-06-21 join millie
and her classmates on a journey through school changes in the world
causes millie s school to offer gifts as they grow older and complete each
stage with plenty of twists and turns this book is sure to be a page turner
all the way to the very end a definite must read
The Gift Of ... 1989 jim dillingham young and his wife della are a young
couple who are very much in love with each other but can barely afford
their one room apartment opposite the elevated train due to their very
bad economic
The Gift of the Magi (Annotated) 2019-04-02 you ve been given the
gift of life now go live it gabby mcphee is the owner of the tin man a chic
new cafe and coffee roasting house in melbourne the struggles of her
recent heart transplant are behind her and life is looking up until a
mysterious customer appears in the cafe convinced that gabby has her
deceased husband s heart beating inside her chest krystal arthur is a
bereaved widow struggling to hold herself and her two young boys
together since evan s death and plagued by unanswered questions why
was her husband in another city the night he died and why won t his
spirit rest krystal is convinced that gabby holds the clues she needs to
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move towards a brighter future gabby needs krystal to help her let go of
her troubled past the two women must come together to try to unlock
the secrets in evan s heart in order to set free their own by the
internationally bestselling author of the chocolate promise this is a
profound and moving novel about the deeper mysteries of love and loss
and the priceless gift of life a lovely australian novel from an
accomplished writer good reading
The Gift of Love 2009-11-03 a tantalizing tale wrapped in a tale the
perfect treat for the holidays sara gruen 1 new york times bestselling
author of at the water s edge a magical fable like christmas story from
cecelia ahern the celebrated new york times bestselling author of p s i
love you and thanks for the memories extremely successful executive lou
suffern is always overstretched immune to the holiday spirit that delights
everyone around him the classic workaholic who never has a moment to
spare he is always multitasking while shortchanging his devoted wife and
their adorable children and ever since he started competing for a big
promotion he has barely seen his family at all one frigid morning in an
uncharacteristic burst of generosity he buys a cup of coffee for gabe a
homeless man huddled outside his office building inspired by his own
unexpected act of kindness lou decides to prolong his charitable streak
and contrives to get gabe a job in his company s mailroom but when
gabe begins to meddle in lou s life the helping hand appears to be a
serious mistake gabe seems to know more about lou than lou does about
himself and perhaps more disturbingly gabe always seems to be in two
places at once with lou s personal and professional fates at important
crossroads and christmas looming gabe resorts to some unorthodox
methods to show his stubborn patron what truly matters and how
precious the gift of time is but can he help him fix what s broken before it
s too late
The Gift of Life 1905 we live in a materialistic world and sometimes we
need a gentle reminder of what s truly important with the help of
grandma grandpa and some magical characters sam learns the true
meaning of christmas and the gift of giving
The Gift 1911 excerpt from the unspeakable gift the gift of eternal life
through jesus christ our lord the same may be said of the still more
striking concession of the london missionary society in con ferring on the
same person the honor of moving the adoption of their report last may at
exeter hall again without a breath of opposition i mention these facts to
prove to the american churches what is the state of public opinion here it
is making a decided movement towards open and avowed tolera tion of
what some of us consider the central idea of revelation the center
whence radiate all the great gospel doctrines of justification
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sanctification re demption and resurrection the deity and atonement of
christ and the work of the holy spirit and lastly the doctrine of retribution
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Gift of the Wise Men 2023-09-28 the gift of a daughter is a novel of
delusion and self knowledge tradition and change loss and identity in
which the pace plotting characterisation and dialogue are as faultless as
we expect from a writer of emyr humphreys s experience and skill
archaeology lecturer aled morgan and his wife marian flee to tuscany
and the home of old friends to escape a family tragedy yet even
immersed in etruscan culture aled finds that friendships aren t all they
seem and that his wife has become almost a stranger to him in fact he
isn t even sure he knows himself any more by the time he returns to his
once idyllic home in anglesey aled is sadder and more experienced but in
many ways no wiser in charting aled s journey of spiritual discovery emyr
humphreys has once again written an engrossing novel of the human
condition emyr humphreys is the author of twenty novels in english and
welsh and has also published collections of stories and poetry he has
written screenplays and adapted other works for television and radio in
addition to producing and directing in both of those media his novels
have won the arts council of wales book of the year hawthornden and
other prizes
The Gift of the Grass 1911 the gift of a song tells a tale of the beautiful
relationship between a mother father two dachshunds and a little girl
named christmas when the mother is struck by an unexpected illness her
daughter christmas finds that the gift of a song can lead her home this is
a timeless tale sure to bring joy to your heart a song to your lips and
peace of mind knowing what heaven holds for all of us
The Gift of Giving 2016-10-17 the gift of a father gives specific things
that my father leonard james jr did throughout my life that were truly
gifts and blessings to me he did these things by way of example teaching
and mentoring that have been real blessings over the entire seventy five
plus years of my existence key points in his teachings are 1 the
sovereignty of god emphasizes that everything that man uses in
technology and commerce was created by god we can do nothing apart
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from our creator whether we acknowledge him or not 2 my father set
forth god s model for manhood by his example and teaching he
emphasized that god set forth the model or pattern in the first two
chapters of genesis 3 he established that my identity must be set by
godly principles and not by the thinking and behavior of the people and
culture around me 4 he stressed the importance of having a vision for life
and to avoid wandering aimlessly 5 as i entered puberty he impressed
upon me the importance of commitment in marriage and a relationship
with a female this means there is more that just sex involved he set the
example in that he was married to my mother for 59 years before his
death 6 life is filled with traps and snares he taught me to be careful
when dealing with temptations and bait 7 racism was a major issue while
i was growing up in mississippi in the 1950s and 1960s he and my
mother emphasized that my success was possible and i had to assume
responsibility for it 8 he raised me and my sisters to look to god s
unconditional love and his grace even though we made mistakes
The Gift of Sleep 1998 the powerful story of the most priceless and
selfless gift one can give to another the gift of life a moving chronology of
dwayne bray s personal experience with organ donation
The Unspeakable Gift 2010-01-25 late in december daniel gibson
suddenly finds himself alone in the middle of the night in a nearly
deserted area of the city a winter storm rages around him with no
memory of how he got there he realizes there is something he must find
and something he will lose in his adventure he finds that among a
diversity of people there are those who hold out a hand to give not all
christmas gifts come wrapped in brightly colored paper with ribbons and
bows sometimes they are damaged wearing hand me down clothes
sometimes they are a gift that can be given only once
The Gift of a Daughter 2023-10-10 a poignant novel of a divine blessing
and the girl who refused to accept it
The Gift of a Song 1999
The Gift of A Father 2007-10-01
The Gift 2009-09-01
The Gift of Daniel 1988
The Gift of Peter 1892
The Gift
Indian Antiquary
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